2ND PRINCIPLE: AUTHORITY- Course notes for booked session
Authority
What is it:

To bring nature + demons to submit to God + the life giving laws of
God.
Root iniquity: Embrace peace at any cost.
Stronghold:
Victim spirit.
Virtue:
Walking in dominion = nature, demonic submit under God's
authority,
bring people into submission to life giving laws of God.
Not dominate

→

lost to them
gain to you

Authority
→
strength via dominion in partnership with God.
Dominion mandate in Genesis 1:28.
Subdue plus Rule = in that sequence Jesus spoke to fish - cause animals to serve
them.
To fear Lord is beginning of wisdom thus respect of God Laws and then:
Love and intimacy.
Rule:
mutual

In such a way → life giving system sustained by life giving synergy desires of those in it are met, bring a functioning unit both's needs are met
both parties delight in synergy of love and life.
E.g. Millennial Kingdom
↓
who does come to learn from Christ - drought.

The key to understanding Heaven's authority is that it always wants to create more
authority.
Expand God's sphere of authority
E.g.: Adam and Eve
Christ
Israel
Transformation
Heal
Bring to highest level of functioning
Release of authority is to multiply authority
Gift of service not suppose to only focus meeting others needs.
Gift of prophet not suppose to focus only on about 1st or 3rd of laws focus.
Assignment - To let more of God's authority be in the world. - more places and
people that you touch will submit to Lord and expand God's Kingdom.
E.g.: electricity
↓
submit to laws or out of control objective is not to control it but to

release in such a way that it will produce comfort, manufacture
goods
etc. multiply goodness.
Steps
(From 2nd day of creation)
1. Recognise potential (skilled student of identity).
2. Apply law of science / principles (all legal systems)
↓
to build and create and release life.
E.g.: Empty land filled with weeds / good plants.
Do not leave a vacuum.
3. Establish boundaries.
4. Provider additional resources.
Is just meeting need / add God's authority (more people and places submitted to
God).
-100
Person abused by demons and person.
-80
People aware something is wrong their pain is not ok but they are paralysed.
-60
Moved to improving but accept that certain amount of pain is okay → contribute to
demonic stronghold over city.

-40
Don't tolerate abuse but settle lack of victory, not right skills or principles, know they
do
not want to be there.
-20
Draw from authority from institution / office with no individual authority.
0

Not a victim in any sense but not doing anything to expand / replicate authority /
multiply authority.
+20
Individual life of authority, more skilled, see more opportunities understanding more
principles, better able to resist enemy, better able to heal a broken person, praying
with more skill, plea promises of God, accurately precisely, use God's word to
counter
demonic strategies, came up with strategies.
*Authority should just flow without office / institution.
Establish boundaries for self / others and demons.
↓
E.g.: Boiler room.
Greater freedom form demonic attack → times in between are longer.
Being harassed less.
Create atmosphere of safety around .
Less crude language.
Less predator spirit.
Shift in climate because you are there.
Provide resources, warfare / minister / safe house / technical / shills → life giving.
Move others w. teaching.
Order in your life.
Bring order in other's life.
+40
Overtly expanding authority and have fruit.
Disciples in your sphere.
Are they moving more quickly form - → +.
How many disciples do they have reproducing authority.
Ever improving not stagnant.
Overtly uxpanding authority take others from - to + and have fruit.
Do you have better quality disciples, do they understand authority correctly.
Do they have disciples.
Do you have a spiritual family tree - spiritual nieces and nephews.

+60
Arena at work → Non Christian environment.
Do you have more authority.
Do people (even non-Christians) accept your authority, do walk in their own
authority.
Do people around you → better in every spiritual arena, potential, flow, identity,
boundaries, lawlessness or respect finances, integrity, marriages more life-giving.
+80
Authority of God in relation to the church - the collective institution. Above
Institutional
Authority, John Baptist did all he did without institutional help.
Authority that transcends the institution.
Transform the institution of Christians.
Do you see potential and opportunities in Church.
Bring Church in alignment with God's authority.
Can you transform → to bring wisdom, boundaries life transforming, not held
hostage
by boundaries of culture.
Provide resources.
Detoxify church of toxicity of religious culture.
Can you give them legitienacy.
Do your prayers have greater authority.
Do you have fruit of change in believers and non-believers.
+100
Can you equip others to bring other people into voluntary submission to Christ.
It's about more authority *SUMMARY* Col 4:11.
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